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Executive Summary
Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing’s (CMSR) goal for the Solar Splash 2019 competition is to
improve VorteX for both the sprint and slalom, while still having the same performance ability in
the endurance event. By improving performance in the two events, CMSR will have a more
competitive, well rounded boat.
Using the team’s traditional breakdown of four teams (Hull, Propulsion, Power and
Optimization), CMSR was able to commit to several different sub-system goals in order to
improve performance in the sprint and slalom.
This year’s team has completed CMSR’s first in house designed propulsion system and propeller
system. Adjustments to the boat hull and power system were made to accommodate the new
propulsion system. It is expected that the new system will have significantly higher speeds than
the torqeedo system used in previous competitions. CMSR has also begun designing a new boat
hull and has researched extensively on new fabrication methods to expedite the boat making
process. The CMSR team has tested some of the new fabrication methods on smaller boat molds.
CMSR has laid down the groundwork to allow the team to regularly test the team’s boat on the
water. In the past, CMSR has been very limited with its testing capabilities because its boat
weren’t licensed by the state of Pennsylvania. CMSR is finishing its registration for VorteX and
gained the experience on how to register new boats that are being manufactured.
CMSR has also seen a large increase in members this year. The CMSR team has grown from 17
members to 30 members. With the help from all members, the teams were able to meet their
intended goals. However due to time, resource, and financial restrictions all subsystems were
unable to be tested together before competition. Next year, this testing will become a focus of
CMSR in order to prepare better for Solar Splash 2020.
CMSR has seen a large amount of support from Carnegie Mellon University and its various
corporate sponsors. This support has enabled the team to continue pursuing its engineering
activities and make large strides in the team’s performance. The team is looking forward to
another year of competition and identifying new areas to apply its engineering skills.
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I. Overall Project Objectives
Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing will compete in Solar Splash this summer for the third
consecutive year. This year’s team made several improvements to the current boat, VorteX,
through the development of a new outboard motor, enhancing the accuracy of the boat’s data
acquisition system, and improvements to the electrical system to improve overall energy
efficiency and performance.
There are three main objectives for the team this year. The first objective is to make VorteX more
competitive in the speed-based races. Historically the team has performed well in the solar
endurance race, but lagged in sprint. The newly designed propulsion system and propellers will
offer significant improvements to the boat’s top speeds without sacrificing energy efficiency for
cruising speeds. The second objective of the team is to gather more accurate data of the boat’s
performance to aid future engineers in this team. To achieve this objective, the team will have
multiple on the water tests before competition and further enhance the “smart systems” in the
boat. The third objective is to start designing a new hull for future competitions. The team has
learned about the many strengths and limitations of the current boat design and will work on
constructing a new boat for future competitions.
The following summarizes the goals in each of the four subteams:
● Hull: Prepare VorteX to mount the new propulsion system. Further remodels to the cargo
bay and cockpit to accommodate the new electrical system. Begin designs for the new
hull.
● Propulsion: Build the new propulsion system with custom designed propellers.
● Power: Design and build a new circuit that can power the propulsion system.
● Optimization: Develop new sensor systems that are significantly more accurate with data
collection.

II. Solar System Design
A. Past Design
Last year the team purchased custom Solbian panels from Ocean Planet Energy using SunPower
monocrystalline cells with 24% efficiency and 3.07 watts each. The back 4 panels are SP103
panels purchased off the shelf purchased from stock. The front panel was custom designed by
CMSR members and sent to Solbian for final adjustments to fit the front portion of our boat
effectively. The goal of the custom design was to have the solar system array adhere to the
contour of the boat shape for improvements in drag and aesthetics. Last year’s panels were very
bulky and overhung the edges of the boat. The panels were flash tested by Solbian at their
facilities and reported an output of 473 W. The panels are 21.8 Voc each. The total weight for
these panels is only around 10 lbs. The panels came with adhesive backing, which the team glued
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onto sheets of polycarbonate reinforced with epoxy and fiberglass. The final weight is about 29
lbs., with marked improvements in power.
B. Current Design
After considering our options, our team decided to stick with our current solar panel design and
specs. This was because we found not only that our solar panels were very efficient and are still
performing optimally. Considering both the weight and efficiency of the panels, not changing our
current solar panels was the most logical decision to make. However there were significant
efficiency loss in our system at the charge controllers. After researching different charge
controllers we found that The PowMr MPPT Charge Controller was chosen for its ability to
charge batteries with significantly lower voltage than the solar panels without loss of efficiency.
According to the data provided by Morningstar, for our solar array and battery configuration, the
MPPT charge controller is able to charge with around 99.8% efficiency consistently with little
drop off after many iterations of uses. The new charge controllers were purchased and integrated
into the system.
In addition to the benefits for the power design, the charge controllers have a small LED screen
located on the top side of the controller. The information presented on the small LED screen
provided the optimization team with the ability to analyze the real time data effectively rather
than guessing the information through calculations and other tests.

III. Electrical System
A. Electrical Design
A new electrical system was designed to work with the new propulsion system. The goal of our
team was to first analyze our current system look for places that the system can be improved for
efficiency and a better performance, then tackle those areas with a new design. With the plans to
design a completely new propoller created new challenges for the power team but also acted as
an opportunity to redesign the existing system and make improvements. A new system was
created to fit our new design requirements which can be seen in the Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: Overview electrical diagram of power system
1) Motor and Motor Controller: In previous years, the team had been using a Torqeedo motor
system with a motor controller built in. This meant that the old motor system had to be removed
from the boat and a new system had to be purchased. The team purchased a Saietta 119r motor
system which was a stronger motor in hopes of performing better in the sprint competition. In
addition to the purchase of the motor, a Alltrax motor controller was purchased since the Saietta
motor did not have a motor controlling system built in. Both of these changes were completed
with the goal of improving our placement in both the sprint and endurance races with an
upgraded motor system.
2) Throttle: A standard hand throttle was purchased to interface with the Alltrax motor
controller.
3) Charge Controllers: When examining the specifications for the charge controllers used in
previous years, it was found that the system that was being used was only 93% efficient. This
was seen as a problem for our competition ability since significant power was lost from the solar
panels to the batteries.The PowMr Charge Controller, with >99% efficiency, was used to replace
the old system. This new charge controller system had a greater efficiency in large part due to its
internal cooling system which would turn on if the temperature is greater than 45 degrees and
shut down if the temperature is less than 40 degrees and in between this temperature is the
optimal thermal efficiency for the charge controller system.
4) Batteries: When considering the design setup for our battery configuration the competition
limitation for the maximum voltage was 36 Volts of power. Knowing this limitation the best
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setup was created by our team was connecting three 12 Volt batteries in series for the sprint
configuration. This would create a system with 36 Volts of power during the sprint race. This
decision was made with the knowledge that with more voltage traveling to the motor system, the
faster we can run the system. However, during the endurance race we are trying to conserve the
power of the system as much as possible. That is why we chose to run the system at 12 Volts
during the endurance race. This will effectively allow us to conserve energy in the batteries but
still run the system at a fast enough speed to compete in the endurance race.
Table 1: Battery specification comparison between models
Battery

Capacity (20-hr) Ah Weight (lb)

Type

Price

Sigma 12-35

35

23.59

AGM

In storage

UB12500

50

30.2

AGM (deep cycle)

In storage

Optima D34M

55

43.5

AGM (dual purpose)

$175

Vmax857

35

25

AGM

$110

Duracell
SLI27MDP

80

49

Flooded

$115

Amstron AP12-75D

75

51.8

AGM

$140

Optima Red 75/25

44

33.1

AGM

$233

IV. Hull Design
A. Current Design
CMSR will be recycling the hull used in Solar Splash 2017 and 2018. The current hull is made of
carbon fiber with a Nomex honeycomb core and is 17 feet long. The boat hull weighs about 88
lb. The fabrication process of this current hull consisted of creating a foam plug by CNCing
2-inch cross sections of the hull. The foam mold was then sanded down and prepped for a
fiberglass layup. The fiberglass female mold was then used for the carbon fiber layups yielding
the current hull. This manufacturing process produced a boat with well-defined corners and
chines but was over-saturated with epoxy as well. This caused the boat to be heavier and more
brittle. Improvements on this process are being considered for the build of a new hull in 2019.
This year the focus on the current hull was to improve the cockpit pit area to reduce weight and
add driver comfort.
B. Boat Improvements
One of the improvements done to the hull this year was redesigning the cockpit area. The
previous dashboard was supported by a wooden cross-section panel which was not ideal, so it
was removed and replaced with extrusion running across the top. A plastic angled mounting
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piece was used to achieve a 45-degree angle and the dash was bolted through. A new steering
cable was also purchased as to reduce the bend it had over the side of the boat.
The cargo bay area was also filled with expandable foam in order to follow competition
protocols for buoyancy. The previous solar panel mounts were bars of aluminum extrusion that
the solar panels slid onto using T-slotted bolts. This arrangement made it difficult to align and
smoothly slide in the panels, and so they were replaced with c-channel to make the mounting
process less cumbersome and quicker
C. Future Build
CMSR’s next hull design aims to build on the lessons learned in our past hull iterations to create
a smaller hull that excels in endurance races. We plan to accomplish these performance goals by
utilizing computational tools and encouraging student participation throughout the design
process.
1) Computational Tools: In order to achieve our hull design goals, we have decided to heavily
lean on CFD and FEA software in order to create a more intentional hull design. So far, this
means simulating drag forces acting on rudimentary 3D shapes in Solidworks to check and build
upon our intuitions from basic fluid mechanics. We hope to continue this work by using more
detailed CFD tools like ANSYS, SimScale, or ANSA to refine future drag and lift calculations.
We also aim to begin using FEA tools to simulate boat stability, buoyancy, and center of mass.
2) Broadening Student Inclusion: In past years, hull design has been capitalized by the few
students with prior experience with CAD and CFD. Our next design hopes to change this
precedents by involving as many CMSR members as possible. We have already taught nine new
members basic CAD and CFD skills and have assigned them with minor projects. The hope is
that with more student involvement we can afford to explore more aspects of our hull’s design.
3) Fabrication Goals: The current hull’s fabrication technique as detailed in section A has
room for improvement. For the new boat hull, the fabrication process will be improved by using
3D CNC routing the plug cross sections which will cut down on fabrication time and possible
human error from sanding.
4) Testing Fabrication Techniques: In order to support the new boat’s fabrication, we
conducted a trial fabrication using miniature boat molds. The goal of these research projects was
to gain practice as well as test out new fabrication ideas, such as a CNC routing a female mold
which would eliminated the need for a plug, as well as to gain practice. The projects consisted of
making miniature boat molds by CNCing foam cross sections and testing out various fabrication
methods on each one.
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Figure 2: New process to CNC cross sections for male mold

VI. Drivetrain and Steering
A. Current Design
For Solar Splash 2018, CMSR competed using a Torqeedo Cruise 2.0 RS for the propulsion
system and a Seastar SS137 20’ Safe-T Quick Connect for the steering system. There were no
problems or issues with using the steering system, so it will be integrated into the drivetrain and
steering system again for Solar Splash 2019.
As for the propulsion system, While the power drawn from the torqeedo made it highly efficient
during endurance races, the speeds reached during the endurance races was fairly equal to those
for slalom and sprint. Therefore, our propulsion system could not be further optimized for any
races. From previous experience in researching propulsion systems, it was known that the
Torqeedo was the most optimal for Vortex on the market, so in order to improve the propulsion
systems performance, the team would need to build one. By building the propulsion system in
house, it could be optimized for propeller design and size, power draw and use, and be made
more optimal to support both the sprint and the endurance events.
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Figure 3: Diagram of manufactured components in new propulsion system

B. Analysis of Design Concepts
The design for this year consists of three main parts: the lower unit, the upper unit, and the
propellers. The rationale behind designing a new propulsion system was to allow our design to
become more flexible. It allows for changing out the gears and the propeller to suit the
competition. This flexibility also allows for ease of fixing and modifications during testing.
Overall, this system should operate better than the Torqeedo for Vortex.
1) Lower Unit: The lower unit includes a casing, a propeller shaft, a propeller, gears that
connect the driveshaft to the propeller shaft, and bearings that allow the propeller shaft to spin
freely. The main consideration when designing the lower unit was waterproofing, as water would
reduce the efficiency of the gears and bearings. To design around this, gaskets were purchased
and custom cut to seal the connection areas that were not welded. The original idea for the
casing was to 3D print a metal housing. However, upon looking into it, it was discovered that it
would be time intensive and costly for the team. Instead, it was decided to CNC the casing in
parts and weld them together. There are drawbacks of weight and required simplicity of the
design, but the casing would be finished on time and within budget. Having a heavier part will
damage time in the endurance race but allows for sturdier connections. In addition, due to the
relatively simple construction, the casing will be easier to improve and iterate on.
2) Upper Unit: The upper unit is primarily made up of the motor housing, the connection to the
boat, and the steering attachment. For the connection to the boat, an old Torqeedo case was
adapted to house the driveshaft. Similarly, an on old Torqeedo steering attachment and cable was
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repurposed so that the pre-existing steering system could be reused. The motor housing is
designed to be adjustable so that we a switch can be made between a 24-24 and a 24-36 gear
ratio. This way, the motor can be geared down for the endurance race, allowing for increased
efficiency with a lower RPM. The second gear is connected to the driveshaft, which travels
through a casing to protect it from the water, to connect to the lower unit.
3) Propeller: This year the CMSR team, researched, designed, and manufactured their own
propellers for the sprint and endurance races. The initial designs for the propellers were designed
using OpenProp [4], an open software developed by MIT and Dartmouth to aid with propeller
design and analysis. The propellers were then imported into SolidWorks, and simulations were
conducted to assess their stress and performance. Finally, the propellers were manufactured at
Carnegie Mellon University using a three-axis CNC machine mill and wax fixturing process.
C. Design, Testing, and Evaluation
Before manufacturing the propulsion system, all parts were designed inside of SolidWorks and
fitted together to approve proper dimensions and to prevent manufacturing error. The propeller
was additionally tested using fluid simulations and stress analysis to determine failure modes.
The team unfortunately did not have enough time to test the new system on the water at this time
because of the schedule needed to complete the system.

VII. Data Acquisition and Communications
A. Current Design
During the competition, both the driver and the rest of team need live updates on the status of the
boat. This includes crucial information for planning such as battery state of charge and
temperature of the electrical system, which determines everything from the boat’s predicted
distance to any indications of the system overheating. In addition to these, additional sensors and
modules provide information on the boat’s approximate location as well as the location of
surrounding boats. This helps the driver and the ground team make decisions on when to speed
up or slow down the boat to more optimal speeds.
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Figure 4: High-level schematic of our system of sensor readings with the Arduino as well as
GPS and camera data processing by the Raspberry Pi.
1) Battery State of Charge: Initial attempts involved measuring battery state of charge simply
with voltage readings, but this required the calculation of voltage-to-charge models beforehand
and assumed that the batteries would perform identically during the race as during testing.
Instead, state of charge is calculated using Coulomb Counting, which integrates the discharge
current of the batteries over time to calculate total charge consumed.
𝑡

Qtotal = ∫ 𝐼𝑑𝑡
0

Since our system will only periodically measure current at select intervals, total charge
consumed is approximated:
Qtotal = I∆𝑡+ Qtotal
To measure current, our sensor box contains an Arduino Uno micro-controller that reads the
output of open-loop ammeters at timed intervals using timed interrupts between low-power
mode. Specifically, the ammeters output varying voltages depending on the measured current;
our Arduino reads this in through analog input as a value ranging from 0 to 1023 and computes
measured current with a linear equation determined during testing. We use the CSLA2DE current
sensors from Honeywell for their linear voltage output with respect to current measurements.
During testing with low currents, we used an inverting op-amp to amplify the signals output by
our hall-effect sensor. With this, we were able to collect current and voltage readings to
approximate the linear parameters of the sensor, as shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Testing diagram to measure low currents in system
The hall-effect sensor needs a 10V input, and will output 5V when there is no detected current.
Therefore, as indicated by the above diagram, we set the op-amp’s positive terminal to a tuned
voltage around 5V (done with a voltage divider / potentiometer). This allows the output to be
with respect to the change in voltage from the initial 5V. In testing, we found that a gain of 20
was appropriate to ensure that the analog read pin on the arduino can detect the changes in
current (as reported by the sensor) with greater precision.
We used the TL071 Op-Amp for its low power consumption and immediate availability at our
electrical lab.
In order to measure the current of the power consumed by the motors and supplied by the solar
panels, we need to wire the external cables of the batteries directly through these loops, which
complicates the design by forcing the sensor to hang on the wire. We considered having a smaller
wire somehow branch from the batteries, but the high current running through this would most
likely create a fire hazard.
2) Temperature: Various temperature sensor probes are inserted throughout the boat’s electrical
system, which include the sensor box itself and the chamber for the batteries. These sensors can
be read through analog ports in the same fashion as the ammeters, only this time using
parameters specified by the product manufacturer.
3) Localization of Boat and Opponents: Our team’s boat position can be determined with
enough accuracy using an inexpensive GPS connected to a raspberry pi via USB. Using the
Google Maps API, our ground dashboard shows the location of the boat as a red dot on a map
with information on velocity.
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4) Android App for Sensor Visualization: An Android app parses data sent by the Arduino over
USB Serial interface, which includes temperature of batteries, charge rate of solar panels, and
charge percentage left in batteries.

Figure 6: Dashboard of CMSR’s android tablet that tracks data from sensors
5) Long-distance Communication: Our team chose to use the RFM96W LoRa Radio to
transmit sensor data from the boat back to the ground station for several reasons. First, our
Arduino will periodically transmit small packets of data rather than video streams and images,
which matches the radio’s intended use case. Second, the LoRa supports 2 km communications
in direct line-of-sight, sufficient for all of the races. Lastly, LoRa consumes relatively low power
compared to wifi. Overall, this radio module will provide our onshore team constant status
updates on the race.

VIII. Project Management
A. Team members and leadership roles
Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing has a total of 30 active members in the club that regularly attends
meetings. As an inclusive organization on campus, CMSR aims to mentor any and all students
that join the team.
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This year’s team has a new design lead called the Head of Design. In previous years, the
president oversaw both the team’s logistics as well as boat engineering. However as the team
grows in size and undertakes more projects, it becomes evident that there needs to be a member
dedicated to managing the team’s design process. The other roles are unchanged and listed
below. The executive committee meeting has been split into two separate meetings. The first
meeting consists of the president, head of design, secretary, and the team’s vice presidents to
discuss logistics. The second meeting consists of the president, head of design, and design leads
to discuss only engineering projects in the club. This separation allows meetings to be both more
focused and more concise.
Table 2: Executive Committee roles and descriptions of duties.
Role

Description

President

Determines the overall vision and expectation of the organization for the
given year. Oversees the progress of all members and officers.

Head of Design

Manages all of the design leads and engineering projects inside of the
club. Ensures that the design leads are undertaking productive projects
for the team.

Secretary

Manages logistics for general body meetings, design meetings, and
Executive Committee meetings. Responsible to update members on all
organization meetings and changes.

Vice President of Finance

Develops and enforces the final budget and timeline. Works with the
Student Life Involvement and Civic Engagement office on campus for
funding needs.

Vice President of Marketing

Promotes the public perception of CMSR through preparing for
outreach events and for sponsors.

Vice President of Member
Development

Works to obtain new members, develop their abilities, and integrate
them into the organization through the New Member Project.

Vice President of Programming Manages logistics for Solar Splash competition and any other large
events. Also, oversees management of the shop, storage cage, and off
campus storage locations.
Hull Fabrication Lead

Leads fabrication and management of the boat hull.

Hull Design Lead

Leads design and simulations on new boat designs

Propulsion Design Lead

Leads design and fabrication of the drivetrain and steering.

Optimization Design Lead

Leads design and fabrication of the communications system.

Power Design Lead

Leads design and fabrication of the electrical and power systems.
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B. Project Planning and Schedule
Each design lead organizes their own meetings in order to achieve their goals. The frequency of
meetings varies depending on the subproject timelines. The executive committee and design
leads meet bi-weekly to discuss updates, engineering timeline, and overall management of the
club.
C. Financial and fund-raising
In order to finance the design, development, and manufacturing of components for the 2018 boat,
the team drew from two primary funding sources: university-allocated student organization and
corporate sponsorship.
Every year the team requests funding from the Joint Funding Committee (JFC) within Carnegie
Mellon Student Government. Through advocating the vision and project needs of CMSR,
collaborating with CMSR’s assigned Joint Funding Committee representative, and submitting a
detailed itemized budget of expected expenses, the organization was able to gain $12,177 for
Carnegie Mellon’s student organization fund. Also, the organization has continued a partnership
with Ford Motor Company. By maintaining relations with an alumnus of the organization, who
now works for Ford, the organization is given opportunities for funding. This year, CMSR
received $5000 as part of Ford’s Blue Oval Scholarship program. General Motors has also begun
to sponsor the team starting this year. The team has been given a $2500 sponsor to aid
engineering activities. Other institutions that helped support CMSR through donation of
physical, informational, and digital materials are College of Engineering, Ocean Planet Energy,
Saietta, Simscale, Solbian, SolidWorks, and Steinbrenner Institute for Environmental Education
& Research. While none contributed direct funds, by supporting the club through other means,
they has reduced overall financial costs.
CMSR’s strategies have enabled the organization to obtain significant funding with very
manageable effort, the organization strongly recommends networking and partnering with
companies, and requesting university funding for collegiate Solar Splash teams. While
establishing corporate relationships can involve more effort and uncertainty, more benefits can
potentially be gained since companies may offer financial support, but also take interest in
recruiting team members for internships and full-time employment. If corporate networking is
not the most preferred option, then utilizing university resources is always a sound strategy, as
universities tend to place high importance and dedicate significant resources toward helping
students’ educational endeavors succeed.
D. Strategy for team continuity and sustainability
Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing strategy for continuity and sustainability is to maintain team
organization, recruit and develop new members, maintain sponsor relationships, recycle
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resources to reduce future costs, and to document the building process within a shared drive to
pass down information.
1) Maintain Team Organization: CMSR consists of four teams: propulsion, hull, optimization,
and power. Each team is required to provide a timeline of their work to ensure prompt
completion of necessary tasks. Each year these schedules are evaluated and passed down to be
examples to future years. In addition, an executive committee, made of students from different
graduation year, discusses and organizes club logistics. Having a large and diverse executive
committee helps provide a path for students to gain leadership skills and advance in the group. It
also makes it so that positions are filled by students from all years and the entire leadership team
will not graduate at the same time.
2) Recruit New Members: Every year, members of Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing attend two
university sponsored activity fairs to meet and recruit new students. Potential new members can
attend Computer Aided Design tutorials, a General Body Meeting, and work on a New Member
Project. The New Member Project is geared to both introduce CMSR’s building process, and to
help integrate new members into the organization. Throughout the New Member Project, new
students design and build a miniature racing boat using very similar techniques as to what are
used to build the boat that races at Solar Splash.
3) Maintain Sponsor Relationships: Throughout the course of the year, new relationships with
sponsors and solar panel producing companies were made. This foundation will allow future
teams to keep in contact with these sponsors to gain additional support either through resources
of funding. In addition, a strong performance in Solar Splash 2017 and 2018 has retained all
previous sponsors and attracted new ones for this year.
4) Recycling Resources: All of the components within the boat will be passed on to future
teams. Future members will be able to test old parts and reuse everything that they deem
necessary. Some key components that are being passed on include the hull, the female mold of
the hull, the propulsion system and the brand new solar panels. The female mold will allow
future teams to construct new hulls to improve the integrity of the boat and to practice those
construction skills. In addition, passing down all of the new propulsion system will inform future
members how to design and build their own system. Also, future members will have full access
to our new solar panels to assess the benefits compared to the panels used two years ago.
5) Documenting Information: The team also makes use of a shared Google Drive that contains
documentation on design and research completed each year. This drive was created in 2016, and
gives the ability to members to search through old files to learn what older teams did for their
building process. This folder was created after CMSR lost all information in 2015 when
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returning members left the organization and only new members were there to continue the
building process. From documenting information over the last two years it has made it easier to
write the technical report, predict annual financial costs, and determine proper timeline and
scheduling.
E. Discussion and self-evaluation
This year’s new member retention has significantly improved when compared to previous years.
Last year’s team only consisted of about ten regularly attending members. The team size has
effectively tripled for the 2018-2019 academic year. However, this brings new challenges as well
because the majority of the team are now underclassmen. With a large recruitment this year, the
team focused mainly on mentoring and passing engineering skills down in preparation for a
stronger CMSR team in future years. As a result, some trade-offs had to be made with the team’s
normal engineering activities.

IX. Conclusions and Recommendations
A. Strengths and Weaknesses
The strengths for Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing this academic year were:
● Building a new propulsion system: This is CMSR’s first in house designed system and
this will allow the team to further iterate and improve the system’s performance.
● Preparing to build a new hull: The team has started to establish enough continuity and
financial stability to begin to iterate on its hull design.
● Member recruitment: This year’s recruitment has been one of the largest and gives
CMSR a high growth potential in the upcoming competitions.
The weakness for Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing this academic year were:
● Inability to fully test system on the water: The team was not able to finish the boat
registration process before the start of competition. As a result, CMSR wasn’t able to
confirm the performance of its various subsystems.
● Not having a driver who is comfortable driving a truck: This prevents the team from
being able to test the boat and requires us to have the Faculty Advisor transport the boat
to competition. The team is still uncertain on how to best handle this problem.
B. Meeting Sub-System Objectives
The team’s sub-system objective were as follows:
● Hull: Prepare VorteX to mount the new propulsion system. Further remodels to the cargo
bay and cockpit to accommodate the new electrical system. Begin designs for the new
hull.
● Propulsion: Build the new propulsion system with custom designed propellers.
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● Power: Design and build a new circuit that can power the propulsion system.
● Optimization: Develop new sensor systems that are significantly more accurate with data
collection.
Carnegie Mellon Solar Racing was able to meet all of the goals for the 2019 competition.
C. Reflections on Design Process
The team has successfully completed the new propulsion system and the various sub-systems
needed to support it. However, the team needs to help encourage the new members to learn many
of the advanced manufacturing techniques such as welding and CNC. The average age in CMSR
will be relatively young starting next year and needs to fill in the gaps of the graduating seniors.
D. Where do we go from here?
The team will begin to regularly test the full boat starting in the next academic year.
Furthermore, the team will begin to invest heavily into the hull sub-teams to finance building a
new hull. Improvements in the propulsion and electrical systems can be made as well because
CMSR had a lot more control on all of the components inside of the boat this year with the
team’s in house designed components.
E. Lessons Learned
The largest lesson learned is that the team needs to focus its resources more with on the water
testing. Starting next year, CMSR should have the capabilities to begin full system tests in
Pennsylvania. CMSR has also learned and developed many of its engineering skills. The team
managed to design and fabricate its first propulsion system. The team is also further iterating on
the new boat hull design and making improvements with the fabrication process. CMSR has also
improved from its previous years of member retention and increased the team size substantially.
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XI. Appendices
Appendix A: Battery Documentation
The specifications of the batteries are detailed below for Optima 75/25 redtop batteries.

Figure A.1: Optima Battery Specification Sheets (1 of 2)
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Figure A.1 cont.: Optima Battery Specification Sheets (2 of 2)
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Figure A.2: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (1 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (2 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (3 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (4 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (5 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (6 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (7 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (8 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (9 of 10)
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Figure A.2 cont.: Optima Battery Safety Data Sheet (10 of 10)
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Appendix B: Flotation calculations
Table B1: Buoyancy calculation values
System

Volume [in3]

Buoyant force [lb]

Hull

2351.8

84.9

Foam (front + cargo)

2974.2+ 7688.9 = 10663.1

107.4+277.56 = 384.9

Propulsion

279.6

10.09

Batteries

1099.1

39.7

Total

14363.6

519.63

γWater = specific weight of water = 0.0361 lb/in3
Fb = VTotal x γWater
= 14363.6 in3 x 0.0361 lb/ft3
= 519.63 lb
W = Total weight x 1.2
= 354.09* 1.2
= 424.9 lbs
Findings: The final flotation calculated was 519.63 lbs. The cargo bay foam we added is a great
improvement to aid in buoyancy. We will be above the limit by 94.73 lbs and do not require any
air bags.
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Appendix C: Proof of insurance
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Appendix D: Team Roster
Included in Table D.1 and D.2 below are all the team members, their majors, year, and team role,
as well as the team advisors.
Table D.1: Team Member Roster
Name

Degree Program

Year

Team Role

Basit, Fatima

Mechanical Engineering

Sophomore

Hull Fabrication Lead

Byun, Hojun

Electrical and Computer
Engineering

Sophomore

Hull and Power Member

Chan, Jesse

Electrical and Computer
Engineering

Sophomore

Power Member

Chou, Theodore

Mechanical Engineering

Senior

Vice President of Finance

Chua, Sabrina

Mechanical Engineering

Freshman

Hull and Propulsion
Member

Kamath, Seema

Mechanical Engineering

Sophomore

Hull Member

Kleinman, David

Mechanical Engineering

Sophomore

Power Lead

Kovacs, Benjamin

Physics

Freshman

Optimization Member

Lamprinakos,
Nicholas

Material Science and
Engineering/Biomedical
Engineering

Senior

Hull Member

Lance, Jack

Mechanical
Engineering/Robotics

Senior

Propulsion Member

Lauer, Casey

Mechanical Engineering

Sophomore

Hull Member

Legelis, John

Mechanical Engineering

Sophomore

Hull Member

Long, Madelynne

Mechanical Engineering

Senior

Hull Member

Masciopinto, Zack

Mechanical Engineering

Senior

Vice President of Member
Development and Hull
Member
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Moyer, Grayson

Electrical and Computer
Engineering

Freshman

Optimization Member

Napier, Jaiden

Mechanical Engineering

Sophomore

Hull Member

Neimark, Gabriel

Mechanical
Engineering/Engineering
and Public Policy

Freshman

Hull Member

Nie, Katherine

Mechanical Engineering

Freshman

Propulsion Member

Oke, David

Mechanical Engineering

Junior

Secretary and Propulsion
Lead

Quinones, Cesar

Mechanical Engineering

Senior

Head of Design

Shah, Tanvi

Mechanical Engineering

Junior

Propulsion Member

Sharma, Dhruv

Mechanical Engineering

Sophomore

Propulsion Member

Shek, Alvin

Electrical and Computer
Engineering

Sophomore

Optimization Lead

Shim, Stuart

Mechanical Engineering

Freshman

Vice President of Public
Relations

Sung, Hyun Jee
(Chloe)

Mechanical
Engineering/Biomedical
Engineering

Freshman

Hull Member

Tasogolu, Muzaffer Mechanical Engineering
Cuneyd

Freshman

Propulsion Member

Torczon, Owen

Mechanical Engineering

Sophomore

Hull Design Lead

Wang, Xinyu

Mechanical Engineering

Freshman

Vice President of
Programming
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Xiao, Raymond

Mechanical Engineering

Freshman

Propulsion Member

Zhang, James

Mechanical
Engineering/Engineering
Public Policy

Senior

President

Table D.2: Team Advisors
Name

College/Institution Affiliation Title

Role

Dr. Kurt
Larsen

Carnegie Institute of
Technology (CIT)

Assistant Dean for
Undergraduate Studies

Faculty
Advisor

Shae Sealey Thyssenkrupp

Project Lead

Alumni
Advisor

John
Antanitis

Technical Assistant

Fabrication
Advisor

IDeATE
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Appendix E: Email confirming solar panel output from correspondent with solar panel company
Hi James - The 393 watts were the result of the flash test on the four panels. This is @ 3.07
watts per cell. 26 more cells yields @ 80 watts, so hence the projected 473 watt total.
Best, Tom
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